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From the Director
After another long, cold winter, it’s nice to see that the calendar has flipped over to March and to
know that we’re on our way out of all the snow and ice that plagued us this year—our eighth year
as the Bard Arboretum. 

The Arboretum had several exciting happenings in 2014. These include restoring the Blithewood
vista and the estate’s turn-of-the-century fountain pool; celebrating our seventh anniversary with
our annual Arbor Day tree planting; receiving Tree Campus USA status for the fifth year in a row;
participating in the Hudson Valley Garden Association’s second annual Garden Fair at Montgomery
Place; sponsoring a fantastic summer intern, Adam Rife ’14; taking a staff trip to Innisfree Garden
in Millbrook, New York; installing a demonstration stormwater management planting in the new
Olin parking area; showcasing our work in an exhibit at the Stevenson Library; and leading many
horticulture education classes and garden tours for garden clubs and school groups.

Additionally, the Arboretum was responsible for many memorial plantings, including a yellowwood
tree (Cladrastis kentukea ‘Perkins Pink’), planted in memory of Helen Mott, and a pin oak tree
(Quercus palustris), planted in memory of Jim Gallagher. The Arboretum also received a donation
of four Adirondack chairs from Marshall & Sterling, adding to our collection on campus.

The Arboretum is thankful for those who include us in their memorials and milestones and 
remember us at other special times of the year, and we’re especially grateful to those friends 
who renew their annual memberships. These are pivotal donations that allow the Arboretum 
to continue to offer programming to the local community. 

Finally, Arboretum Walks with the Director will resume this year, starting Thursday, March 19, 
at 1:00 p.m. Please meet at Ludlow for a leisurely stroll around campus to explore some of the

beautiful trees that make up our landscape. I will talk about
Bard’s unique tree specimens, first signs of spring, and staff 
favorites. As always, the walks are free and open to the 
public, Bard students, and the greater Bard community. 
Rain or shine.

Looking forward to a warm spring!

Amy Parrella ’99
photo Laurie Husted



The sheer immensity and seemingly endless complexity of the natural 
world has been acknowledged by just about every individual inclined to 
pursue an understanding of it. In the 18th century, Linnaeus identified some
10,000 species and estimated there to be no more than four times that total,
worldwide—today’s estimates put that number closer to 10 million. Similarly,
one quickly recognizes the inherent elusiveness (if not downright illusiveness)
of identifying a member of any given species. Each and every living organism
is highly adaptive and always changing. The bark of a sapling, for example, 
is almost always different in appearance from that of a mature specimen;
likewise, a shaded shrub that never flowers may have leaves that are wholly
dissimilar in color and consistency to those of its neighbor in full sun.

On the topic of such troubles: a small cluster of trees on the southern end 
of this small stretch of woods has been bothering me since I took my seat
here. The tree’s leaves are small, somewhat heart-shaped, and fine-toothed;
its habit is more or less typical of any sapling; and its bark rather nondescript.
Its appearance at first suggested an aspen—a tree I’ve been seeing a lot 
recently—but the petiole (stem) attached to its leaf is too rounded for it to
be of the quaking variety, and the size and very tight serration of the leaves
themselves are totally incongruent with those carrying the “big-tooth”
branding. Linden (the tree from which Linnaeus’s name is derived) is a 
possibility, although its leaves are generally asymmetrical (uneven bases)
and, at this time of year, typically accompanied by a “ball-and-paddle” 
fruit cluster. 

Every species has a number of unique (or, at least, relatively uncommon) 
features that may or may not lead to correct identification. It seems to me,
however, that much of what we hold to be intellectually determined in this
regard is, in actuality, a very sophisticated kind of intuition, developed
through experience over time—something that I am only now beginning 
to acquire. The really wonderful thing about the whole enterprise, though, 
is that even after I “get” this tree and add it to my internalized inventory of
species, there will be others waiting, and more difficult problems presented,
which only further experience and a more discriminating sense can resolve.

It’s beginning to feel a bit more like summer again. The sun is filtering through
the sparser portions of the leaf-woven marquee above me; the air is denser,
still heavy from last night’s shower. There is energy about this place: bugs
buzzing, deer browsing, the viburnums budding up for a second, late-season
bloom, and a new crop of first-years has just arrived, many of them making
their first passes across these beautiful paths. Perhaps we have some time 
left after all. 

Arboretum Seeks 2015 
Summer Intern
The Landscape and Arboretum Program at Bard is offering a hands-on
training opportunity in professional horticulture and arboretum curatorial
work to a college undergraduate/graduate student. The internship involves
working directly with Bard’s historic landscape and its growing collection of
trees and shrubs. One student will be selected for a 10- to 12-week summer
appointment. The student would work with Bard’s Horticulture Department
and Landscape and Arboretum Program. Please contact Amy Parrella at 
arboretum@bard.edu for an application. 

Adam Rife ’14, the Arboretum’s summer intern, stands by one of Bard’s 
“Big Trees,” a white cedar (Thuja occidentalis) along Garden Road
photo Amy Parrella ’99
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A. J. Davis watercolor of the view from Blithewood lawn, 1835
image Courtesy of the 2008 Preservation Master Plan for Bard College

Blithewood vista before tree removal (2013)   photo Amy Parrella ’99

Blithewood vista after tree removal (2014)   photo Amy Parrella ’99
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Blithewood Vista Enhanced
One of Bard’s most scenic vistas overlooks the Hudson River and Catskill
Mountains and is located just north of Blithewood Garden. The wide-sweeping
lawn of the nearby Levy Economics Institute is famous in the community as
a prime spot to view spectacular sunsets. The view also serves as the backdrop
for Bard’s Commencement fireworks show. 

This awe-inspiring viewshed was captured in the mid-1800s by A. J.  Downing,
one of the foremost landscape architects of the time, in an etching he included
in his book, A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. The
image shows the site virtually devoid of the trees that currently screen the view
of the river from the Levy grounds. 

Bard decided to help restore Downing’s vista by removing 11 towering trees
that stood within 1,000 feet of the Hudson River. These trees had grown up
and blocked the already “peek-a-boo” view of the river from the shore. The
project was approved by the Town of Red Hook Planning Board. This was
the second tree-removal project in the vicinity; the first took place in the
1980s. The scope of the new work included the removal of several maple,
oak, and ash trees, as well as a swath of tree of heaven saplings (Ailanthus 
altissima) and common reed (Phragmites australis), both invasive plants. 
All stumps were left in place to prevent erosion and slumping of native soils.
The work was completed by Out on a Limb arborists, who did an amazing
job of removing all logs and brush from the site. Future plans include restor-
ing the area with native colonizing shrubs to outcompete the invasive plants,
as funding permits.



From the Intern’s Desk
by Adam Rife ’14

The following article was written by Adam Rife ’14 toward the end of his summer
internship with the Arboretum. He did a spectacular job inventorying and cataloging
plants at many locations on campus. He also helped initiate research on some of
Bard’s Big Trees. Adam was a tremendous help, a fastidious worker, and a focused
and driven individual. It was a pleasure working with such a wonderful young man.
Thank you, Adam! – Amy Parrella

It’s been a great summer. I’ve compiled inventories and produced detailed
maps of horticultural installations at some 15 campus locations; undertaken
regular maintenance of our extensive network of tree labels, both memorial
and interpretive; created a list of Bard’s largest specimen trees and submitted
information concerning a handful of them to the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation for consideration as “State Champions”;
and worked diligently to increase the visibility of, and general regard for, 
the Landscape and Arboretum Program at Bard. All of this, of course, was
possible only with the guidance and steadfast  support of the program’s 
director, Amy Parrella ’99. 

It’s hard to speak of all this in the past tense, but it’s increasingly appropriate,
given the late August setting. Last weekend, a friend and I were atop the
windmill at Rokeby, looking out over the valley. She thought the leaves 
were turning. I disagreed. Still, the mornings smell of fall.

I’m sitting now on top of a stump alongside the path that cuts through the
wooded area in front (west) of the Reem-Kayden Center. It seems to be the
remains of a rather large Norway spruce. A shame really, to think of what
once was, but it’s a nice place to sit, regardless. And 20 yards ahead I note 
another spruce, a hundred feet tall, I’d say, with quite the spread—and yet it
is still dwarfed by the shagbark hickory to its east.

There are other trees, too: a great preponderance of tulip trees, straight and
simple, like so many poles supporting the summer’s canopy; maples, sugar 
it seems; black birches; cherries, also black, whose bark the birch sometimes
mimics; elms, slippery, but with leaves as coarse as sandpaper; a beech or
two, asunder; hemlocks, dying. Beneath these, the forest floor, much more
diverse and a great deal less intelligible: some of the ferns I recognize (ostrich,
lady, wood, sensitive), along with sedge, aster, a trillium or two, and some
blackcaps (wild black raspberries) a bit farther along the way.

I’ve sat here before, and passed through many more times, head slightly cocked
back, gaze upward. But sitting here today is a much different experience than
it would have been a year ago. Today I can discern and identify the discarded
encasements of seeds on the stump; last year it would have seemed simply
squirrel-sullied, covered with yesterday’s lunch.
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Staff trip to Innisfree Garden in Millbrook, New York   photos Amy Parrella ’99

Staff Trip to Innisfree
It’s always nice to explore gardens in your own backyard. Last summer, the
students and staff in the Horticulture Department visited one of the best
gardens around—Innisfree, located in Millbrook, New York. A special
thanks goes out to Kate Kerin, landscape curator, who gave our group a 
two-hour guided tour of the former gardens of Walter and Marion Beck. 

Inspired by Chinese and Japanese gardens, Innisfree is known for its “cup
gardens,” small three-dimensional garden pictures intended to draw attention
to something of special interest, be it a vista, a rock, an interesting tree or
planting, or a water feature. Lester Collins, former dean of the Landscape 
Architecture Department at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, first 
visited Innisfree in 1938. Like Beck, Collins was captivated by the gardens 
of China. The two collaborated, using the idea of the cup garden as the
model for transforming a Dutchess County landscape into a landscape 
with a Chinese accent. 

It was a delightful tour and we all took away something special, including a
fresh look at Bard’s own landscape. Thank you, Kate!

The Blithewood Garden fountain pool after a new liner was installed last
spring photo Amy Parrella ’99
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Garden Fountain Pool Restored
At the heart of Blithewood’s garden is a beautiful 17’x11’ fountain pool, built
circa 1902. It serves as an oasis during the heat of the summer and beckons
garden visitors to dip their toes in. 

Unfortunately, during last spring’s thaw, we discovered that large cracks had
formed in the pool’s concrete bottom and walls due to the heaving and settling
of the ground. The cracks were so large that all the water drained from the
pool, a condition that threatened to burn out the fountain pump's motor.

With Bard’s annual Commencement ceremony quickly approaching, a 
herculean effort was made by the Bucci Painting Corporation to protect the
fountain pool and prevent constant seasonal maintenance. They installed a
flexible liner with a chemical- and chlorine-resistant coating that protects the
concrete from water penetration in the event of future cracks by allowing the
liner to stretch and bridge the crack, thus keeping the water from leaking out
of the pool. 

Bard gratefully thanks Bucci Painting Corp. for its quick, professional, and
beautiful work in restoring Blithewood’s pool to its former glory!

Arbor Day planting of a maidenhair tree (Ginkgo biloba) with Bard faculty,
staff, and students   photos Amy Parrella ’99

Arboretum Celebrates Arbor Day
The Bard Landscape and Arboretum Program hosted its annual Arbor Day
celebration on April 25. This event marked the seventh anniversary of the
dedication of the Bard campus as an arboretum. The ceremonial tree 
planting took place near the Bertelsmann Campus Center. The planting of 
a maidenhair tree (Ginkgo biloba) was part of an ongoing effort to populate
the campus with a younger generation of trees, an initiative spurred by the
decline of many mature trees due to age and disease. This particular tree
planting will also help provide future shade along the nearby walkway, 
which is currently exposed to the scorching sun most of the day. 

Many thanks to the teachers and children of the Bard Nursery School and
Community Children’s Center for their help in planting the tree!



F. W. Vanderbilt Garden Association; Harvest Hudson Valley, Red Hook
Central Schools’ garden program; Mid-Hudson Orchid Society; Mountain
Top Arboretum; Beatrix Farrand Garden Association; and Hyde Park 
Community Garden.

Montgomery Place, a 380-acre historic river estate, provided a beautiful 
and educational setting for the event. Although best known for its landscape,
which was influenced by the Hudson Valley's A. J. Downing, and as an 
architectural landmark designed by Alexander Jackson Davis, it is the 
totality of the estate—house, gardens, arboretum, woodlands, orchards, and
nature trails—that makes it a unique American treasure.

The Hudson Valley Garden Association was founded in 2012 by Glembocki
and Laura Wilson, both of Wallkill, New York. HVGA’s mission is to 
encourage and inspire gardeners through educational gardening programs
and special events. The group is committed to assisting in the success and
growth of public gardens, garden organizations, and garden businesses in 
the Mid-Hudson Valley.

We look forward to participating in the Garden Fair again this year. Look 
for us at Montgomery Place on Saturday, May 2, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
See you there!

Bard Takes Part in Hudson 
Valley Garden Fair

The Bard Landscape and Arboretum Program joined the Hudson Valley
Garden Association (HVGA) for its second annual fund-raising event, the
Hudson Valley Garden Fair, held May 3 at Montgomery Place in Red Hook,
New York. 

Featuring more than 30 local and specialty garden vendors and organizations,
as well as lecture programs, educational demonstrations, and guided tours,
the Garden Fair was a one-day celebration of gardening in the Hudson 
Valley. The aim of the event was to inspire and excite gardeners of all 
experience levels, from beginner to expert.

“The Hudson Valley Garden Fair brings attention to the wealth of gardening
experiences available in the Hudson Valley by gathering everyone together
in recognition of our thriving garden community of people, plants, places,
and knowledge,” said HVGA cofounder Rebecca Glembocki.

Visitors had the opportunity to meet with other gardeners and learn about
the many garden organizations and public gardens in the area, such as the 

Arboretum Awarded Tree
Campus USA Status for Fifth
Consecutive Year 

Bard was one of 229 U.S. colleges and
universities to earn Tree Campus USA
status for 2013. This distinction recognizes
colleges for their commitment to effective
community forestry management. The

Bard Arboretum was originally recognized in 2009, becoming the first college
in New York State to receive this award.

Tree Campus USA, a national program launched in 2008 by the Arbor Day
Foundation, honors colleges and universities, and their leaders, for promoting
healthy trees and engaging students and staff in the spirit of environmental
stewardship.

To earn Tree Campus USA recognition, schools must meet five core standards
of tree care and community engagement. They must establish a campus tree
advisory committee; provide evidence of a campus tree-care plan; verify
dedicated annual expenditures on the campus tree-care plan; show involvement
in an Arbor Day observance; and offer a service-learning project aimed at
engaging the student body in sustainable efforts.

Amy Parrella ’99 stands with the Bard Arboretum exhibit at the 2014
Hudson Valley Garden Fair, which was held at Montgomery Place. 
photos Top: provided by Amy Parrella ’99; bottom: Amy Parrella ’99
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Library Exhibit Showcases 
Arboretum

All about the Bard Arboretum, an exhibit in the Stevenson Library atrium,
showcased our recent work and helped get the word out about the Arboretum’s
efforts to support and enhance the campus landscape through tree preservation,
tree interpretation, adult horticulture education, and curatorial projects.  

The educational exhibit, which ran from February 6 through February 27,
highlighted several lesser-known aspects of the Arboretum. Included in the
display were images of Bard’s four “Big Trees”—trees that have been identified
by New York State’s Department of Environmental Conservation to be the
largest in the state of that specific species. Also included was a tribute to a
former Big Tree, the Levy red maple, which now has a chain fence around it
to demarcate it as a vulnerable specimen. The tribute to this one-of-a-kind
tree included a shadow box created and mounted by Blithewood gardener
Bessina Harrar ’84 and a small bowl hand made from its wood by Levy Institute
editor Jonathan Hubschman. Unfortunately, the tree is in its final days due to
several contributing factors, which include being struck by lightning, having
cement poured into the center of its trunk, and being accidentally set on fire
by a passerby’s cigarette, not to mention several monstrous rain and snow
storms that brought down numerous large limbs. 

Also on display was a map of the campus walking trails, assembled by 
Horticulture staffer Dan McKenna. The map highlighted several trails that
were recently added to the wooded and meadow areas of Central and North
Campus. Additionally, the exhibit included several recently published books
that showcase Bard’s beautiful landscape and identify Bard’s Arboretum and
Blithewood Garden as destination spots. 

Other notable objects and images demonstrated how much the Arboretum
has accomplished since its founding in 2007, including a plaque that was 
bestowed upon the Arboretum by the Arbor Day Foundation for being the
first college in New York State to be honored with the Tree Campus USA
award. Sample tree interpretive labels were selected to represent the more
than 100 labels that have been installed on campus trees. The exhibit also
presented many photos of the Arboretum’s annual Arbor Day tree plantings,
tree memorial ceremonies, and guided tours. Issues of Quercus, the 
Arboretum’s quarterly newsletter, and the Arboretum’s informational
brochure were available as handouts. 

All about the Bard Arboretum exhibit at Stevenson Library 
photos Amy Parrella ’99
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